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Finally, a glimpse at history of statistics in the making is 
almost certainly provided by the paper of John W. Tukey, "Some 
graphic and semigraphic displays," which gives a stimulating 
brief look at some of his new artful and very illuminating 
techniques of "exploratory data analysis" that are just beginning 
to have an impact on research workers in the behavioral, biolo- 
gical and physical sciences, and in operations analysis. One 
eminent statistical consultant has said that to him "This chapter 
alone is well worth the price of the book." 
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abacus books published in the Ming age (in Japanese), 115 p. 
Part 2: Chinese abacus books published in the last half of 
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Chinese mathematics developed greatly in the 13th century. 
The Chinese mathematicians indicated a high order equation by 
arranging the Swan [b or c] calculus rods on a board. They 
solved equations by a procedure like Horner's method, invented 
in the 13th century and called T'ien YUan Shu [e] . 
In the same period, they began to use a new calculating tool 
called Swanban [d] (Chinese abacus). Swanban was adopted by 
the Chinese people rapidly and widely, the Swan was discarded 
as old fashioned, and the Swan algebra was forgotten. The so- 
called dark age of Chinese mathematics began, and continued 
during the Ming dynasty until European mathematics was introduced 
in the early 16th century. But from another point of view we 
can say that a new mathematics was developing. Chinese mathe- 
matics prior to the 13th century had high qualities, but it was 
limited to selected bureaucrats, On the contrary, the mathe- 
matics of the Ming period prior to the 17th century was known 
and used widely by the people even though it was of low quality. 
In this sense we can say that there was progress for mathematics. 
But this popular mathematics developed slowly and native Chinese 
mathematics stopped its progress when European mathematics was 
introduced. Social culture and mathematics should be studied 
in depth, since mathematics cannot endure by itself. The Swan- 
ban books were popular and accepted by the poeple, but they 
were seldom preserved for later ages in China. 
This book reviews the Chinese mathematical books which were 
preserved in Japan. Part 1 discusses the Swanban books of the 
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Ming age in full. Part 2 gives the following Swanban books in 
facsimile, four pages of the original on each printed page: 
Hansyu sanpE [f] (1573); Sugaku t6ki [g] (1578); Ban@ sopp5 
Sanp&mn [h]; Kzzitu zensyo Sanp6mon [i]; Gakuhu zensyo Sanp&on 
[j]; Ky6ry6 ekiketu sanp5 [k];[l]. 
In addition a part of SanpZ sinan [m] is recorded. Books [h], [i], 
and [i]are part of a popular Encyclopedia of that age. There 
are minor explanations of each book by the author and an exten- 
sive commentary of the best Swanban book, SanpEt&zi [n], which 
has previously been republished in Japan. 
Now that there are available facsimiles of these books of 
which only one original copy exists in Japan, further study of 
Chinese abacus books is facilitated. 
GLOSSARY 01: PROPER NAMES 
EUCLID AND HIS MODERN RIVALS. By Lewis Carroll (Charles L. 
Dodgson). New York (Dover Publications). 1973 275 p. 
U.S. $3.50. 
Reviewed by Daniel Pedoe 
University of Minnesota 
This is a welcome addition to the six works of Lewis Carroll 
already published by Dover, and it has a new introduction by 
H.S.M. Coxeter. The Rev. Charles Lutwidge Dodgson is known to 
history not only as the author of the immortal "Alice" works, 
but also as a great photographer, and a not inconsiderable 
mathematician. His models in photography were mostly little 
girls, quite often nude, and this was eventually discouraged by 
their mammas, as one would expect even nowadays. But once he 
was able to escape from an overloaded teaching timetable, nobody 
